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WILLGO & WILLSTEP

Your mobile  
Workshop tools.
The areas where your intervention is required are  
usually not easy to access. Often they require you  
to move various tools, sometimes even heavy objects.

WILLGO is your mobile cleaning workshop that allows  
you to easily move the cleaning tools around, together  
with the vertical scrubber dryer Willmop, reducing  
transport times.

WILLSTEP is a practical stair-climbing trolley that  
assists with the easy movement of Willmop from  
one floor to the other, avoiding the effort of lifting it.

HOW IT WORKS
CHASSIS

MATERIAL

steelErgonomic 
handles
They ensure a secure grip 
and maximum comfort.

Extra Willpower on 
board
Dedicated extra battery slot - to 
ensure infinite work cycles (24/7).

Extra
accessories
Mop storing support.

Plenty of
extra space
Inside the buckets, you can 
store the cleaning accessories 
(detergents, sprays, micro-fibre 
cloths etc).

Multi-surface  
wheels

They allow you to easily transport 
Willmop on any surface.

Danger sign
To alert the public about the 
slippery floor.

APPLICATIONS

HOTEL

HEALTHCARE

GOVERNMENT

INDUSTRIAL
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WILLSTEP

Effortlessly! 

The cleaning operations of crowded environments such as 

commercial areas, public and private facilities, and hotels can 

often be challenging due to the presence of different levels and 

flights of stairs. They make the job tiring, slow and can undermine 

your safety. 

There is no need to go up and down endless stairways to carry your 

vertical scrubber dryer.

With WILLSTEP, you can bring Willmop to any workplace, without 

the stairs being a problem. The two wheels rest on the base of 

the steps, making the ascent and descent of the stairs agile and 

effortless.

 

Once Willstep is hooked on the 
frame of the Willmop, it can be 
easily transported by pulling the 
handlebar towards you and tilting 
the whole machine, which will be 
resting on the Willstep footrest.

How does it 
work?

Enhance your experience.
You will be able to work longer without worrying about 

interrupting your cleaning tasks to charge your vertical 

scrubber dryer Willmop.

WILLGO features a dedicated extra battery slot that 

will allow you to always have a charged battery 

available to hand, enabling virtually non-stop 

operations.

Everything is under control.
General order and tidiness saves time and delivers 

a highly professional image. The accessories and 

consumables (sprayers, detergents, cloths and wipes) 

are stored in an efficient and orderly manner.          

WILLGO also allows you to have your own vertical 

scrubber dryer Willmop always with you and ready for 

use.
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WILLGO 50 PLUS

Chassis material - Steel Steel

Willmop 50 basement n° 1 1

Willpower compartment (21A - 29A) * n° - 1

7L Bucket n° 1 3

Wheels type - Pneumatic Pneumatic

Wheels size Ø mm 260 260

Dimensions (L x l x h) mm 660x588x1186 660x588x1186

Weight kg 23 27
 

     * extra items, to be ordered separately

WILLSTEP 35 50

Chassis material - Steal Steal

Wheels type - Industrial Industrial

Wheels size Ø mm 250 250

Dimensions (L x l x h) mm 485x250x315 545x250x315

Weight kg 4,5 5,5
 

     * extra items, to be ordered separately


